Whole genome sequencing discovers clonal evolution of leukemic clones from birth
to the time of diagnosis of concordant acute lymphoblastic leukemia in a
monozygotic twin pair
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Figure 2: The DNA sequences at the
breakpoint junctions of the three-way
translocation was identical, suggesting
that this translocation occurred in a
preleukemic cell in utero.
Figure 1: We identified a shared
complex t(11;12;21)(q23;p13;q22)
translocation (blue) in a monozygotic
twin pair. One of the twins had
postnatal subclonal translocations
(orange) of t(1;12)(p13;p13) and
t(11;12;17)(q13;p13;q21).

Introduction
In monozygotic twins,
concordance rate of ETV6RUNX1 positive acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
is around 10-15%.1

Figure 3: The twins shared 58 single
nucleotide variants (SNVs). The leukemic
clones accumulated more than 2000 unique
passenger coding and noncoding variants
until the twins had overt leukemia.

Investigating the genetic changes in leukemic clones in
the twins helps us understand the developmental timing
of leukemogenesis and sub-clonal evolution of
leukemia.
Methods
We performed 30X paired-end short-read whole
genome sequencing (WGS) for tumor and germline
DNA samples of a pair of twins with concordant ALL to
investigate both small- and large-scale somatic and
germline variants. Digital PCR was also used to
quantify somatic WHSC1 and UBA2 mutations at birth,
diagnosis and post treatment (remission).
Conclusion
Our data confirmed a shared preleukemic clone in the
twins and showed how this clone evolved and diverged
postnatally until ALL diagnosis in each twin (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: The clones carrying UBA2
frameshift deletion and three-way
translocation were transfused from one
twin to the other in utero. Both clones
accumulated different mutations over time
until overt leukemia in each twin sibling.

Figure 5: An 8-bp frameshift deletion in UBA2,
(NM_005499.2:c.462_470del), occurred in the preleukemic
clone and was observed in both twins at high levels at
diagnosis. The twins shared another somatic hotspot mutation,
WHSC1(NSD2) p.E1099K, which might have instead occurred
postnatally since it was detected at low levels, indicating its subclonality. Dx: Diagnosis, Rx: Remission, B: Birth

Figure 6: Twin 1 had overt
leukemia 6 months earlier than her
twin sister (Twin 2). She had
additional an in-frame insertion in
ETV6 and a 36-kb long deletion of
CDKN2A/2B which might have
driven the leukemogenesis faster.
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